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EXCLUSIVE
It takes a special set of skills to
drill down more than 1.4km and
hit a target less than 4m wide.
From the surface it takes almost surgical precision —
changes in the rock type, or unforeseen geological faults, or any
one of a myriad of other factors
can cause the drilling rods to
curve slightly away from the target zone.
But that was the task of deep
drilling specialists DDH1 at St
Barbara’s Gwalia operations, outside Leonora in Western Australia, to help feed electrical cables to
the country’s deepest mine.
Industry veteran and DDH1
founder Murray Pollock says the
cable drop is probably the hardest
job he’s ever overseen in his 50
years in the drilling game.
“That last cable drop hole in
Leonora had some challenges,
and there were days where you
wondered whether you were ever
going to complete it.
“We just kept at it and at it.
“We worried it to completion, I
think,” he told The Australian.

A large portion of Australia’s
deepest exploration holes have
been drilled by DDH1’s rigs, including a 3217m monster exploration hole to test a potential new
deposit at Northern Star’s Jundee
mine in Western Australia.
Mr Pollock and fellow DDH1
founder Matt Thurston pioneered many of the techniques the
company’s reputation is based on,
and credit the technical abilities
of its crews — all trained in-house
— for its survival through the
boom-and-bust cycle in mining
over the past decade.
The drilling industry has always been the easiest proxy to
judge the health of Australia’s
junior and mid-tier explorers and
miners. A quick call to a contact in
Kalgoorlie to ask “mate, how
many rigs are parked up in the
yards these days?” has delivered a
quick sector health-check to mining analysts and reporters alike.
When the commodity prices
are up and risk money is flowing
to the small end of the sector, the
yards are empty because the rigs
are all out in the field.
But Australia’s corporate
graveyard is also littered with the
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remains of small drilling outfits
that couldn’t make the transition
from boom to bust when the commodity cycle turned.
Keeping the rigs turning
through the troughs is no mean
feat, though, and Mr Pollock
proudly points to DDH1’s record
of keeping busy when others fell
by the wayside.
“Over the company’s history,
starting in 2006 — first of all we
had the GFC and then the more
recent downturn — this company
has never retrenched any employees,” he said.
“And because we’re doing
deep, complex work we can’t afford to lose employees, because it
takes so long to train people up to
that level of work.
“So being able to work consistently and grow is critical to the
kind of work we do.”
From relatively specialist be-
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ginnings, DDH1 has grown to be
one of Australia’s biggest drilling
companies, taking on US privateequity firm Oaktree Capital as a
major shareholder in 2017 to help
fund its growth and buying longterm partner Strike Drilling in
mid-2018 and Ranger Drilling
earlier this year to round out its
services to explorers and miners.
It now has 780 employees and
operates 82 modern rigs across the
country, with the bulk of its work
coming from brownfield work at
operating mines run by major
players such as Gold Fields,
Northern Star Resources and St
Barbara, chasing extensions to de-

posits that run increasingly deep,
rather than from explorers —
where the money fluctuates with
sentiment in the industry. DDH1
booked pre-tax earnings of $41.9m
in the 2017-18 financial year and a
$10.9m net profit on revenue of
$125.4m, according to results filed
with ASIC.
After its acquisitions it is set is
set to deliver a net profit of $35m
to $37m on revenue of $215m for
the 2018-19 financial year.
The company is now run by
former Westrac executive and
Macmahon boss Sy van Dyk, and
the company is said to be preparing a public float later this year, in
what would be one of the biggest
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mining services floats in some
time. The company is reportedly
targeting $500m capitalisation.
Mr van Dyk won’t discuss the
float speculation, but says DDH1’s
specialised skill sets and longterm relationships have helped
the company keep business when
the rigs owned by other companies sit idle.
“It is competitive, and you have
to be within a band of your competitors — but because of the technical nature of what we do,
obviously quality and accuracy
plays a big part in the selection
process,” Mr van Dyk said.
“So if you look at us over time,
pricing has definitely suffered, but
even though pricing has come

down from where it used to be
many years ago, we are still very
profitable.
“But with supply and demand
tightening we are seeing pricing
starting to ratchet upwards.”
This year’s strong gold price
has helped smaller explorers raise
cash, and bolstered the margins of
miners, freeing up exploration
budgets.
“There’s still a lot of organic
growth out there,” Mr van Dyk
says.
“We’ve invested in six more
drill rigs that will be coming
through to us this financial year,
and if we could get more we’d buy
more.”
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